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About This Game

In Coffee VendoR you play as an employee of Auto Coffee™ a company responsible for making the first auto dispensing
coffee vending machine. You play as a vendor inside the machine, making coffee for customers.

While at work you're a slave to Auto Coffee™ but when you go home, that's YOU time! Spend your money however you want.
Want a new couch? Get it! Want a sick VR headset and some new games? Get them... Play VR in VR!

If you boil this game down it's basically a series of mini games just like most VR games. But I feel as though everyone should
enjoy these mini games for FREE!
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Update #13 - Translations:

Today we are adding the ability to translate Hot Lava into other languages. This is an important step towards early access. If you
are interested in helping translate Hot Lava into your language instructions are available at the bottom of this update.

Detailed Patch Notes. New small patch, new armor:
New patch was added to the game:

 3 new types of armor added, with different abilities and effects

 Fixed bug with camera being stuck when exiting shops

 Fixed bug with animation skip not saving after exit

 Fixed a couple of bugs with events

 Energy shield ability of policeman with sword now reduces his speed

 A coouple of interface bugs were fixed

. Spriter Tutorial Videos:
Mike has made a bunch of very helpful tutorials on getting started with Spriter so you can be on your way to make your very
own animations.

http://steamcommunity.com/app/332360/videos

We think it's important to take time and learn the basics, especially if you don't have very much experience in animating in the
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past.

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to ask on our community forums :)

Have fun!

-BrashMonkey. Worms Lunar New Year Sale:

Wormers!. Creativerse R16 and the simulation mechanics of DOOOOM!:
Dearest Creatifriends,

For R16, we asked ourselves two questions: 1) How can we make R15’s movement changes a smoother ride? 2) How can we
surprise and delight our players? For 1, we listened to all your helpful feedback and taught those goofy avatars how to be
smooth operators. For 2, one guy suggested we make the game so EFFING dangerous that our players lose their minds.

Fortunately, we fired the guy who said that*, and dialed it back a bit. But we think you’ll find the world of Creativerse is just a
little bit more mysterious and treacherous. See for yourself; take a stroll down the lava or corruption layer, or go on hike up in
the snowy mountains. You’ll also notice funky temperature-related effects transforming ice, lava and other materials depending
on where they are. This changes things. In fact, you could potentially log into your world to find an apocalyptic wasteland ruled
by leather clad pigsys demanding participation in their Thunderdome (two Mirus enter, one Miru leaves).** But the world is
also more beautiful now too. Watch what happens to patches of dirt over time.

Let’s talk about toys. Because R16’s got ‘em. It starts out with an extensive set of canyon themed blocks, perfect for civilizing
the canyons with a vacation home, complete with a Dustevil and Trog observation deck. Then we decided to add something a
select few of you have been waiting for since we teased them several months ago: FANS!!! The new movement system means
these jet fueled blowers are ready for prime time (pro tip: don’t use them for drying hands). But wait, there’s more: ice slopes,
which offer you a whole new way to get around. Teleporters are so 2014. These days the cool kids are slipping and sliding to
home base at neck breaking speeds.

It’s time to have a blast defying heat stroke and building that mansion estate[imgur.com] the Grand Canyon was always asking
for while creating fan spiked toboggan slides down to a poisonous death in the corruption layer.

Play on!

*Muted him on Creativerse for 10 minutes.
**It’s not like we didn’t  warn ya!

New Features and Content. 8/31 Update - Cheevo Fixes, Paladin First Boss Changes:
New update! This continues our work on Paladin, with some Achievement fixes.

Let me know what you think of the revamped first boss fight for Paladin! If this seems good, I will likely use this as a basis for
balancing the second and third fights.

List of Changes. Coming Soon:
https://imgur.com/a/Cqka5xc
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